
The Digital Ecosystem
A New Frontier

What is the Digital Ecosystem? Physical space mixing with technology to make our lives better. 
Why is it Important? Because it is changing the world. From Healthcare to consumers to Agriculture, technology can solve many real world problems.  



Why are we here?
Inform | Inspire

I am here to inform & inspire - you are here because you are interested in how technology is solving todays problems 
Collaborate, network, and learn - connect with an idea and do something with it - If you all go away and do 1 thing - I will feel awesome 



Takeaways
Evolution of Needs  

How Technology Satisfies Them 
What Technologies are Doing This

If you take away anything - take these 



Evolution of Needs

We see this everywhere - developed countries in the west to developing countries of Africa. Needs evolve. Technology advances, and needs evolve even 
more.  As users become more sophisticated, expectations continue to rise.  



10 Years Ago

No smartphones, no technology, the skies were black, terror reigned free. If only someone can help us.



June 29, 2007

Some folks in CA destroyed the collective understanding of what a personal computer is 
Phone existed - but Platform, OS, vessel to build really cool things was a Game changer.



Needs

The key to starting a business or building the next amazing thing - Understand needs. What do you folks need? 
Prior to this new age - we didn’t know what was possible 
10 yrs ago we didn’t know that we needed a way finding device to help us find something in a store.



Autonomy

Efficiency

Time

Competitive Advantage

Expert Opinion

Creative Expression

Bigger Microphone

24/7 access Instant gratification

As technology solves problems, needs continue to evolve, opening problems we never knew we had. 
What do you want more of?



The Digital Ecosystem
A New Frontier

So for past 7 years, these new technologies [phones] keep evolving and our expectations continue to increase 
As new technologies come available - we can solve more problems. This is the New Frontier.



How Technology is 
Satisfying These Needs

Lots of buzzwords - mCommerce 
M2M (machine to machine) 
Telematics - automotive, logistics 
This presentation will walk through a few examples of types of technologies coming online, then a few examples from industries - no means an exhaustive 
list



The Internet of Things

The internet of things is rewriting the rules of product design 
using technology first. Also exposing new needs in the security and privacy space, more evolution



Wearables
One of Strongest Categories at SXSW 2014 and CES

Google Glas, Fitbit, Nike Fuelband, Jawbone, Earbud technologies



Robotics
Drones, Bio-interfaces

Military, and industry are pioneering this space,  
Drones can not only be used for defense (offense), but also to go places that we can’t, or spots of danger, mundane tasks we don’t like doing. Healthcare.



Nanotechnology

Agriculture - termite colonies - help to facilitate pollination  
Medical - fight cancer and perform surgery 
!



Industry Examples

How Industries are using these technologies - a very few examples, no doubt thousands more.



Transportation

Built in computers, GPS 
Voice Recognition 
Self-driving cars - example 
Telematics (buzzword) 



Retail

Mobile wallets, wayfinding,  
Dial the expert 
Self checkout



Healthcare

Google glas 
Bio interfaces helping the disabled  
Implantable devices giving us more control and metrics



Agriculture

Computers (ipads) increasingly being used in fields 
GPS 
Big data increasing efficiency (soil samples, weather patterns, irrigation needs)



Consumer Goods

Wearables (Nike Fuelband, Pebble, Jawbone, iWatch) 
Bluetooth speakers 
Credit Cards - coin



What Technologies Are 
Driving This Change?

Literally thousands and more come on line every day 
Some use old technologies like C, C++, some are breaking ground with whole new languages.



The Cloud

iCloud, Microsoft Azure, Amazon, etc… 
The never-ending storage unit 
Allows technology to get smaller, while storage gets bigger



The Computer

It’s all Mobile - computers still involved, but this is the hub 
The communication technologies allow everything else to connect with this thing that is glued to us 24/7 



Bluetooth Low Energy

With GPS, we know where you are - with proximity tech we how far you are away from something, a game changer in retail. 
Beacons, Bluetooth LE, Other Phones, Wifi Positioning Systems 
Think in terms of range.



RFID

RFID tags can be either passive, active or battery assisted passive. An active tag has an on-board battery and periodically transmits its ID signal. A battery 
assisted passive (BAP) has a small battery on board and is activated when in the presence of a RFID reader.



Wifi

Wifi is an effective communication vehicle in small spaces 
Continues to evolve 
Wifi positioning system will allow finer location services



APIs
The Digital Glue

The new world is comprised collaboration and communication 
This is done through open API’s, Frameworks and end to end Platforms.



Arduino
Raspberry Pi, Beaglebone Black

New ones coming out all the time



3d Printing

Accessibility of 3d printing and prototyping is making the product design process much faster and accessible. 
You can make an SLR lens using 3d printers along with a host of other sophisticated components.



• http://arduino.cc/en/Guide/Introduction 

• http://www.instructables.com/id/Intro-to-Arduino/?
ALLSTEPS 

• http://makezine.com/magazine/how-to-choose-the-
right-platform-raspberry-pi-or-beaglebone-black/ 

• http://makezine.com/magazine/how-to-choose-the-
right-platform-raspberry-pi-or-beaglebone-black/ 

• http://postscapes.com/internet-of-things-
technologies

Links
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Takeaways
Evolution of Needs  

How Technology Satisfies Them 
What Technologies are Doing This

Evolution of needs | How technology is satisfying those needs | What technologies are doing this



• https://www.flickr.com/photos/ter-burg/8980424864/sizes/l/ 

• http://www.flickr.com/photos/waagsociety/8865584540/sizes 

• http://www.imcreator.com/images/autumn-rain 

• https://www.flickr.com/photos/eflon/5758547661/sizes/l/ 

• http://corp.qliktag.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/BMW-
Autschluessel-NFC-Payment.jpg 

• http://www.imcreator.com/free/nature/brick-house 

• http://www.autoassembly.com/automated-assembly-corporation/
rfid/ 

• http://www.bit-tech.net/bits/2010/07/18/parrot-ar-drone-review/
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Questions/Discussion
http://rosethnick.wordpress.com 

roseth.nick@gmail.com 
Twitter: nickroseth

http://rosethnick.wordpress.com
mailto:roseth.nick@gmail.com


Final thoughts

This is the future of digital.  
Do the research, find the options, compare them and go for it 
MUST provide utility - solve a real problem - add value to users and you will build our digital ecosystem.
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